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PARIS or A CIRCLE

hat is a cirvle and how do we identify points, segments and lines that are related to a circle?

A is a set of points in a plane that have an equal distance from a given point.

Read each of the questions below. Ilow can you respond to the questions using one of the mentioned circleparts and the given visual?

The (Ä en4dof a circle is a point that has an equal
distance from each point on the circle. Which mentioned
part is the centerp A

A fMIO S of a circle is a segment between the center
and a point on thg_circle. Which mentioned part is a
radius? BC/

A Al-a-ma-cof a circle is a segment between two points
on the circle whose midpoint is thg_genter. Which 1
mentioned part is a diameter? CO

A of a circle is a segment between two points
on the circle Which mentioned part is a non-diameter
chord?

A of a circle is a line that touches or
intersects the circle at exactly one point. Which
mentioned part is

D

A a is a line that touches or intersects
the circle ate a tly two points. Which mentioned part is
æcant?

P-Q-L.nÆ----ne of a circle is the
point of intersection of a tangent. Which mentioned part
is a

How many radii make up a diameter? 2-— How much of the diameter makes up a radius? /

From #2, segment AD is the mentioned radius. What are two other radii shown on the circle?

From #4, segment EF is the mentioned non-diameter chord. What is another non-chord shown on
the circle?

TANGENr PROPERTY

On @T, draw radius TN.
The tangent line is

prpendicularto the radius
drawn to the tangent

point.

ha orean Theorem
a 2 + b 2 2



#1-6, whether the line or se ment is best described as a radius, diameter, chord, secant or tangent.
Radius Diameter Chord Secant Tangent

AD

4 1-1B

For #7-12, whether the line or se ment is best described as a radius, diameter, chord secant or tan ent.
Radius Diameter Chord Secant Tangent

AE

11

12 BC

For #13-16 write whether AB is tan ent to @O or not. Show work.13

AB is is not } tangent to @O.
15

7.5

14

AB { is, i not tangent to @O.

14

81

12

t tangent to @O.
16

11 u.øq-ætv 7

AB { •s, s not } tangent to 00.



ND CENTRAL ANGLES OF A CIRCLEtionship between major arcs, minor arcs and

POINTS OF INTERSECTION BETWEEN TWO CIRCLES
2 PointsNo Points of Intersection of IntersectionI Point 

These circles do not

intersect.

17

19

20

C,22 BE

23

24

C 

H 

These are

CONCENTRIC
CIRCLES

because they have the

same center.

These are
INTERNALLY

TANGENT
circles because one is

inside the other.

These are

EXTERNALLY These circles intersect

TANGENT at a maximum of 2

circles because one is points.

outside the other.

COMMON TANGENTS BETWEEN TWO CIRCLES

These are

COMMON
INTERNAL
TANGENTS

because they

intersect the

segment that

joins the centers

of the two circles.

These are
COMMON

EXTERNAL
TANGENTS

because they do

not intersect the

segment that

joins the
centers of the

two circles.

For #17-24 match the notation with the term that best describes it.

Center

Chord

Diameter

Radius

Tangent Point

Common External Tangent

Common Internal Tangent

Secant

G

c

D

SEGMENIS are segments on tangents that are congruent.

How do we know tan ent se ents are con ent?

What kinds of circle parts are line AB and line CB?

What kind of angles are ZTAB and ZTCB?

TB = TB. What part of the right triangle is TB to ATAB and ATCB?

c

TA=TC. What kinds of circle parts (ZadtuS

What part of the right triangle is TA to ATAB and TC to ATCB?

WHY is AB is con ruent to CB? -HE—. AB CB because CPCTC.



of the following, AB and CB are tangent segments to @Q. How can we show the præess for
the uested measures?

26.

1=31-0

5K z

2x+6

(3)+0 (t

AB-la QC=5 QB: 13 CB=17 

How can we show the for findin the rimeter of each uadrilateral?

27. 28. 29.
13 H

13

Perimeter of Perimeter of

Quadrilateral NWAK = Quadrilateral PIVE =

13 34+31..}+42

38 R 22

Perimeter of
Quadrilateral AISV =

3S +

2X+1

3x — 6

8
QB =

18

Perimeter of
Quadrilateral ISRE =

18 +30 +


